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ABSTRACT:
Firstly can we develop research in the external effect on architectural forms? In this article new vision has been put to define how to deal between the architectural form and the natural environment energies, where it in previous studies it was examined one natural energy, and its relationship with various architectural forms, we have been using a group of computer programs to study the effect of wind and solar heat and also the drag together on architectural forms, like Flow design program and Ecotect Analysis - Autodesk 3ds max. in order to study the wind behavior with the shape and efficiency natural cooling through the drag coefficient on the shape, relationship between the forms, and the amount of gain energy from direct solar radiation the results were checked by specialist has been shown that there is an architectural forms suitable for hot zones and other forms suitable for cold zones according to the effect of the wind and the extent of its contribution to cooling the heat from direct solar radiation through the drag rate on a different architectural forms. This study aims to help the architect to distinguish between appropriate architectural forms in different regions climate.
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INTRODUCTION

The observer product architect stages of human evolution noted deeper in the architectural thought, the observer in the architectural product through human evolution that is noted the relationship between energy and construction appeared deeply in the form of construction and its function and that the concepts of energy has converged with the design stages in architectural work that is going through stages in relation to energy, and growing that relationship in order to reach human comfort, those comfort that need to be documented by scientific system that benefits us and also the future generations. In searching relations monitors between the shape of the blocks on the one hand and the different natural environment energies on the other hand, there is a change in the reaction of various geometric blocks with wind (windward-leeward) and solar radiation and drag. According to the shape of each block, here it is possible to take advantage of the behavior of the previous three energies around the cover in achieving comfort in the interior voids of the blocks. Research showed the effect of these three energies together, because it is supposed to affect at one time at the thermal comfort of the human person in the cooling and heating in different climate latitudes and longitudes types. There is a paper "http://www.ntua.gr...SummaryUK2.pdf" refers to monitor several attempts in this field to achieve the results in the same path.

Study the effects of geometric shape on the amount of solar irradiation on a solid surface

In order to explore the relationship, 7 generic convex solids have been studied in 71 variations of proportions & orientation, each one for 3 values of ground albedo (Entitled Form Insolation Index) Notes on the Relation of Geometric Shape & Solar Irradiation, National Technical University of Athens, Department of Architecture and this has resulted in the study at different latitudes that equation =R/F Where- The amount of solar energy = e – ground reflected = R – surface of area = F (Figure 1)

Figure 1. The generic shapes of the study
The study, after adoption in 2000, showed that any absorbed energy generated its own energy from the amount of solar energy in the natural environment, and absorption capacity is less and decreased when the body shape was specifically resisted to direct exposure and reflex and diffuse from the environment. This capacity increases when there is no resistance from the shape of the body to process exposure according to the orientation.

Investigating “energy in architecture” depends on studying main forms which cubic cylinder ball pyramid and Cone (Figure 2). The measurements has been signed by programs 1-flow design Autodesk 2-Ecotect Analysis 3- Autodesk 3ds max run effects in the third dimension.

**Figure 2.** The main forms of the study -front View and three-dimensional

The results were recorded in terms of exposure to wind as well as solar radiation and also a drag on every form and the development of the physical effects of the incident on the form at this time. We can report the authority shape in a hot or cold areas and the success of the shape to achieve thermal comfort internally through the envelope. Here we put all the choices and alternatives to the architect as tools in the design, so as to get a better relationship between form and surrounding environment to try to a sustainable way design. The study helps to understand how the impact of a group of energy at one time on the form of what, begins the emergence of impact energy on the envelope and on the internal environment of the form.

**A – CUBE**

The cube is done by exposing the cube of the wind by flow design program and insolation by Ecotect analysis program and drawing results in the third dimension by *Autodesk 3ds max program* and the results were as follows:

A1 - The wind (windward) moving away from the cube anyway and any orientation (Figure 3) and (leeward) attach to the cube. We find that the wind does not have a cooling effect on the cube body, because the wind speed is reduced in (leeward) (Figure 4) decrease of the speed from 19 m/s to 4 m/s and less in the experiment.

A2 - Drag coefficient 2.17 horizontal 1.39 Vertical (Figure 4) which is a high value at the edges which collide with the wind which may cause the loss of heat from the inside at the edges.

A3 - Through thermal analysis in the Ecotect program (Figure 5) it is shown that Cube surface exposed of the solar radiation is gaining equal amounts of energy on the unit area.

**Figure 3.** windward moving away from the cube and lee ward Attach to the cube (drawing by author)

**Figure 4.** Drop speed from 19 m/s to 4 m/s and less
B - PYRAMID

Experiments have been conducted on the pyramid and the results were as follows:

B1 - The wind (windward) moving away from the pyramid in horizontal like cube figure 6 and (windward) Attach to the pyramid in vertical figure 7 the wind does not have a cooling effect on the pyramid body, due to the presence of edges where they cause wind spacing from the body.

B2 - Drag coefficient 1.59 horizontal 1.77 Vertical (Figure 7) which is a high value at the edges which collide with the wind which may and that can cause a loss of power from the internal vacuum through the edges of the pyramid.

B3 - Through thermal analysis in the Ecotect program (Figure 8) turns out that the face of the pyramid exposed to solar radiation that is gaining equal amounts of energy on the unit area which increases the energy gain in the internal vacuum and this benefit serve cold regions and increases the gain energy in the pyramid with sun rise.

B4 - Architect “Norman Foster” used the previous property; He designed the parliament building in Kazakhstan a pyramid shape glass and storage of the energy gained during the day in the spaces underground (Figure 9).

Figure 5. the face of the cube Exposed to radiation solar heat gain Are equally to the unit area

Figure 6. The wind (windward) moving away from the pyramid (drawing by author)

Figure 7. Windward attached to the pyramid in vertical
We talked for a square shape and now we speak of circular shapes, where it is deal properties with wind and solar radiation differently. The results of Ling et al. (2007) revealed that the circular shape is the optimum shape in minimizing total solar insolation compared to other square shapes.

In study performed by Ahmad and Gadi (2003) on computer simulation of solar radiation by curved roof in hot-arid regions, it is proved that the circular surface gain less energy compared to the surface level when studying the circular shapes start cylinder:

c - CYLINDER

Experiments have been conducted on the cylinder and the results were as follows:

c1- Cylindrical shape or any circular shape affects around 360 degrees on the opposite square shape (Figure 10).

c2- The "Coandă" effect is the tendency of a fluid jet to stay attached to a convex surface (Figure 11). Therefore the movement of wind around the circular shape to be adjoined to the body shape figure 12 from aerodynamics laws and Coandă effect With circular shape is clear that air friction is cooling these forms.

c3- Through the flow design program show that the drag coefficient horizontal 42 is few where the allowing a larger friction with the circular body, but the drag coefficient vertical 1.85 is big, so the wind where the allowing a less friction with the circular body so that collide wind with the upper edge of the cylinder.

c4- Through thermal analysis in the Ecotect program figure 14 shows that circular body does not receive solar radiation equally, on each surface but in orthogonal space with radiation level only and also less gain energy as we move away from the orthogonal space with radiation, this is another reason why the cylindrical shape and circular less to gain energy.

c5- If adding color and material of surfaces with the physical properties for cylinder it can use light color reflective to radiation as well as heat-resistant material, we might get to a higher heat resistance in hot environments and extreme heat (Figure 14).

c6- The architects Hamzah & Yeang (1994) took advantage of cylindrical shape in the design of "Menara Mesiniaga (Chan et al.)" (Figure 15) in Malaysia so as to relieve the hot humid climate and also the effectiveness of wind on the cylindrical shape and deserved the project the Aga Khan Award for Architecture.

c7- Because the body perpendicular to the cylinder so the higher sun angles least gain energy in the body of the cylinder (Figure 16) and it appears in Form 17, the fundamental differences between the
circular shape and square shape, since the effect of solar radiation disappears by the wind effect.

**Figure 10.** Circular affects around 360 degrees

**Figure 11.** Coandă effect

**Figure 12.** The movement of wind circular shape

**Figure 13.** The drag coefficient. 42 horizontal 1.85 Vertical

**Figure 14.** Circular body does not receive solar radiation equally
Figure 16. Ratios influence of the sun angle on the cylinder

Figure 17. Differences between the circular and square shape

The primary difference between the cylinder and the cone perpendicular it is that the upper circle in the cylinder has turned into a center point.

**d- CONE**

Experiments have been conducted on the cone and the results were as follows:

d1- Cone shape subject to the same cylinder properties in terms of dealing with the wind (Figure 18).

d2- Through the flow design program showed that the drag coefficient 74 horizontal 1.89 Vertical
(Figure 18). It is noted here that the drag coefficient of the vertical and horizontal has increased compare the value of the cylinder, especially in the horizontal, This value increases when we go for the cone base, This means decreasing cooling when we go for the cone base by repeating the experiment (Figure 19).

d3- Through thermal analysis in the Ecotect program (Figure 20) shows that Maximum exposure When the sun rise in the early hours where the perpendicular radiation on the body of the cone (Figure 21) and More an area of overexposure when the sun rise.

d4- architects "Ashton Raggatt McDougall" resorted to the cone shape in the project Melbourne Central is a large shopping centre, office, and public transport hub in the city of Melbourne, Australia (Figure 22) and the goal was to maximize energy for heating and lighting, this is because the Average temperatures are low in Melbourne Between 19 and 25 °C throughout the year.

**Figure 18.** Description Wind movement (drawing by author)

**Figure 19.** Wind movement analysis

**Figure 20.** Maximum exposure
e1- Dome is the development of the cube in nature the environment to decrease exposure to less valuable space and the ball and the dome is one of the more forms that come into contact with the wind In a large area by (Coandă effect) (Figure 23), the wind clash with spherical shape in the small possible space. Therefore hot wind does not arrive a large amount of energy to the spherical shape, and the drag Value on the dome less than the cylinder..

e2- By the results of the program “flow design” showed that the drag coefficient.8 horizontal.58 Vertical in dome (Figure 24), the drag coefficient.7 horizontal.61 Vertical for the ball, it is the lowest coefficient of drag from all shapes (Figure 25).

e3- Thermal analysis in the Ecotect program, (Figure 26) shows that the exposed area. It is the least possible area, and taking into account that the shape of dome and ball it is convex in all directions.

**Figure 21.** Over exposure when the sun Rise (drawing by author)

**Figure 22.** Melbourne Central

**Figure 23.** Development of the cub (drawing by author)

**Figure 24.** Wind movement

**BALL** and the dome is a three dimensional image full docking between architectural form and external natural environment In the case of Harmony, Domes half of a sphere have a long architectural lineage that extends back into prehistory.

**e- BALL and dome**

It is the shape of the curve in all directions and Experiments have been conducted on the ball and dome and the results were as follows:
(27) This means that the outstanding ornaments on the dome surface can help to reduce the drag coefficient and increases the air friction thus resulting in increases the cooling.

e5-The architectural Fabrizio Carola has used the form of the dome with double skin in the Project Kaedi hospital in Mauritania which helped to achieve proper wind chill. The result was a 25-degree heat inside the hospital when the temperature outside 50 degrees, and deserved the project the Aga Khan Award for Architecture (Figure 28).

e4 - Through a case study a golf ball with dimples can travel almost twice as far as a smooth golf ball. By adding dimples to the ball, why do golf balls have dimples? the golf ball manufacturers see that ball golf speed is slow and it must reduce the drag on the ball in order to increase speed and it was found physically that the dimples on the surface of the ball reduces the drag coefficient, which increases the air friction with the dome body or ball. Figure (27), This means that the outstanding ornaments on the dome surface can help to reduce the drag coefficient and increases the air friction thus resulting in increases the cooling.

The researcher knew the capabilities of the dome through the design of a mosque (Rahman) dome-shaped with a diameter of 22 meters in 1991. The project has been nominated to contest the Aga Khan Award. The project arrived for maximum thermal comfort inside the vacuum dome, through the efficiency of the air touches with the surface of the dome, and increased the air friction with ornaments placed on the dome, and smaller exposure area (Figures 29 and 30).

Journal homepage: www.jaas.science-line.com
SAMPLE RESULTS:

- The cube-shaped, in the absorption of energy incident on its surface, because the cube has the largest area of exposure, and also it has the largest area of confrontation with the wind. From here the surface of the cube can be affected by hot or cold wind confrontation, energy cannot move from the surface of the cube to the perpendicular surface of the same cube. Therefore, the budget cannot be happening between the surfaces of the cube on the issue of energy, depending on the property transfer energy from the hottest to the coldest.

- Pyramidal shape comes second after the cube in the exposure area but more than the exposure area when the sun rises. This is the opposite cube that reduces exposure to the area when the sun rises, it has the large area of confrontation with the wind from here the surface of the pyramid can be affected by hot or cold wind, energy cannot move from the surface of the pyramid to the perpendicular surface of the same pyramid quartet, the wind (windward) moving away from the pyramid in horizontal like cube, therefore met in two forms weak cooling by the wind and also the lack of free movement of energy from the surface to another in the same format.

- Cone shaped surface is curved in horizontal so they can balance the energy on its surface, where the move from area that are exposed to hot into cold area in the same cone, but more than the exposure area when the sun rises, at a time when the wind touches the body of the cone at the base very well and less when they are heading up, it can be said that the cooling operation the body Cone better in this case.

- Cylinder shaped surface is curved in horizontal so they can balance the energy on its surface, where the move from area that are exposed to hot into cold area in the same cylinder but less the exposure area when the sun rises, at a time when the wind touches the body of the cylinder is equal in value from the base until the top, it estimates the cooling of the cone.

- Ball and dome shaped surface is very curved horizontal and vertical, through pictures, thermal analysis shows that incidence of thermal balance in each direction on the surface of the ball or dome, have less space exposure of each circular shapes in the face of thermal radiation and the collision with wind shape. This means that there is a concentration of energy in less space with a larger cooling area.
CONCLUSION

- When the geometry of the natural environment in a huge, and be the size of a small tree for the size and height of the building, the shape is the capabilities to deal with the energies of the natural environment is the determining factor, from here previous studies to be an important abstract shapes in order to simulate the situation in nature.
- Square shapes be negative with the hot and arid regions twice the cooling and increased exposure on straight surfaces, the cube and pyramid is not communicating with the natural environment, heat and wind energies effectively positive, which may impact on the thermal comfort for humans in those regions.
- Square shapes be positive with the cold regions, it can be said that the wind does not touch no direct contact with the square shape and thus do not exhausted energy from the surface of the shape or inside it, and straight surfaces helps to gain the largest amount of energy as well as property increased exposure area in these forms.
- Circular shape may be positive to a large extent in the humid tropics and arid, due to the directly touching the wind with most of the body and also decrease the exposure area in terms of both the wind and the sun.
- This former property is varying in value between the circular shapes It shall be the highest possible on the ball and the dome and the medium in the cylinder and then lower in the cone through previous measurements.
- Here it must be said that the color and material shape is a primary factor in shootout as for these two factors have a clear impact on gain or lost energy from the shape and can also be adjusted for these factors the previous classification to a limited degree.
- All of these measurements and previous information is as tools in the hands of architect find the moment of a concept of Form, which will design and linking it to the building and posed Format with the natural environment in pursuit of creating thermal comfort as much as possible, through the streamlining performance in the selection process between formats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shapes</th>
<th>Description geometry</th>
<th>Description exposure</th>
<th>Horizontal Drag coefficient</th>
<th>Vertical drag coefficient</th>
<th>Change in exposure</th>
<th>Energy balance on the surfaces shape</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cube</td>
<td>Square shape Horizontal &amp; Vertical</td>
<td>The full face</td>
<td>2.17 Less with the bow</td>
<td>1.39 Less with the bow</td>
<td>Less with sun rise</td>
<td>There is no a balance between facetted</td>
<td>Proper a cold region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramid</td>
<td>Square shape Horizontal</td>
<td>The full face</td>
<td>1.59 Less with the bow</td>
<td>1.77 Less with the bow</td>
<td>Increases with sun rise</td>
<td>There is no a balance between facetted</td>
<td>Proper a cold region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone</td>
<td>Circular shape Horizontal</td>
<td>Part limited</td>
<td>.74 Less with dimples</td>
<td>1.89 Less with dimples</td>
<td>Increases with sun rise</td>
<td>There is the budget on the ring &amp; straight face</td>
<td>Proper a cold hot region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>Circular shape Horizontal</td>
<td>Part limited</td>
<td>.42 Less with dimples</td>
<td>1.85 Less with dimples</td>
<td>Less with sun rise</td>
<td>There is the budget on the ring &amp; straight face</td>
<td>Proper a hot region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball and dome</td>
<td>Circular shape Horizontal &amp; Vertical</td>
<td>Part limited</td>
<td>.78 Less with dimples</td>
<td>.618 Less with dimples</td>
<td>Do not change with rising sun</td>
<td>There is the budget on the ring face In all directions</td>
<td>Proper a hot region</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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